Using Consair CAMU source extractor in dust
control at construction sites
In active dust control, the worker is an active participant in dust prevention.
Worker uses dust control equipment and uses less dusty working methods
and procedures. For example, the worker has a source extractor such as
CAMU in dry mix blending.

Capturing the mass of dust before it spreads
Source extraction devices are quick and easy to deploy. The work teams
move them from one location to another as needed. Important uses for
source extractors, such as CAMU, are dry-mixing of concrete, mortar or
other dry matter. Other similar extraction devices are, for example,
devices for chopping, grinding and working on other materials.
With the source extractor, you capture the dust mass produced from the
dry matter as soon as it is created, thus reducing the amount of dust
entering the working environment. More than 99 % of the dust, which is
hazardous to the health, can easily be recovered with the CAMU source
extractor. This step is also called dust prevention, as it reduces the
amount of dust generated by the processing of materials.
Source extraction technology protects the workers from dangerous, silica
containing construction dust. At the same time, you also protect the
construction site and the future users of the completed building.

Source extractor moves to
where the work is done
A source extraction device, such as CAMU, is a ready-made
workstation that does not have set-up costs. One employee
can easily move CAMUs from place to place and from floor to
floor. This makes it quick to change locations at the
construction site and reduces the carrying of heavy mortar
and other lots of ready mixes. The compact source extractor
device can fit into confined spaces, where a mixing tent
cannot even be built. The use of space on the site is easier.

Clean lungs, cleaner site. Simple as that.
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CAMU D2 source extractor prevents the creation of
dry-mix dust at the site
Source extraction devices capture the dust before it spreads into the air and end up in the worker’s
lungs. Therefore, they do not necessarily need a respirator and no dust will accumulate in their work
clothes. The need for cleaning is reduced. Source extraction devices save time and money in many ways.
However, a source extractor, such as CAMU, is
unable to control all the dust generated by the
transfer of materials such as mortar bags. That is
why the worker has to act in front of CAMU
whenever dust can be generated. So they must learn
to be in CAMU's sphere of influence, for example,
when dealing with dry mix bags.

A mixing tent works well in passive dust control,
as long as the mixing booth is handled carefully,
the filters are serviced daily and the negative
pressure unit is large enough - in addition, the
workers remember to use a respirator. Then,
when you want to be absolutely sure that no dust
is generated, build a mixing tent and roll CAMU
into it. In that case, the workers will still have to
carry heavy loads of ready mixes from the mixing
tent to the place of work.

Building site resource planning for dust control
A large construction site is often divided into
blocks, and the progress of the site is well planned
and anticipated by these blocks. In each block,
dust control is carried out by compartmentation,
ventilation, negative pressure units, and source
extraction devices.
In each block there can be a CAMU on each floor
as a fixed mixing station, but also the fastest
moving working groups, like those doing various
preparation work, can have their own CAMU with
them, to save time.
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